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93 prelude manual conversion
But here I will list all of the links, info, prices, etc.It’s a known fact that the SportShift Automatic
transmission in the 5th generation preludes goes bad, and no matter how well you take care of it,
you have a very good chance that down the line somewhere it is going to go bad on you for one
reason or another.It all amounts to money, time, and patience. If you are a broke college student
with only one car, and your auto transmission is doing fine, then you are not going to want to be
doing the swap. It would have been a little bit cheaper if I had found a used auto transmission
myself, but you have to think about this what if you pay to get a used transmission put in your car
and 6 months later it goes out again. Then you’re screwed.Do you have the money to even fix the car
at all. But I HIGHLY recommend you get a couple estimates on how much it will cost to get the auto
transmission rebuilt, or to buy a used one and install it and compare that to the prices of the 5spd
swap in the next section.If you are patient enough to look around see links section for parts and find
everything you need at low prices, then your swap isn’t going to cost as much. Just as an idea. Here
are some prices from Honda for a few random partsI will cover all of the parts and prices later on in
the article.It also depends on how you want the car to drive; do you want it to feel stock. This is your
decision. Here is a list of all the transmissions that will bolt onto an H22 might not be 100%
complete and their ratios Credit to Daniel M. from Hondatech.com.It also has been rebuilt with
carbon coated synchronizers.Now that you are familiar with what it is, you should decide whether
you need one. This again, depends on your budget and also on what transmission you decide to use.
If you pick a transmission with an OEM LSD then you don’t have to worry, because it obviously has
one already.By now you should know what a LSD does, so make your own decision whether to buy
one and use it or not.http://chinahoists.com/upload/1599085034.xml
1.0.
If you want an OEM feel with a low budget, then get a used OEM clutch and flywheel and you will be
happy. But the general school of thought on this topic is that since your transmission is going to be
off already, why not upgrade the clutch and flywheel and save yourself the trouble of having to do it
later rightI suggest you get an idea of what you want by either talking to friends who have
aftermarket clutches. Maybe driving them to get a feel or do some research online. I’m sure there
are many others, but these are the ones I have most commonly heard about.Download here I got
lucky and got a lot of parts cheap and shipped in one big shipment. As you can tell below, buying
this stuff from Honda would be enough to buy a new car.In my case, we replaced the boots on the
axles, throw out bearing, and a couple other small things just to be on the safe side. You could also
check junk and salvage yards for all these parts, but take someone with you who knows what all of
these parts look like, or see my thread here on preludepower.com with pictures of all my parts when
I got them in.But if you have knowledge of transmissions and this type of work and you want to DIY,
I will refer you to this website it tells you where to look in helms and problems they encountered.
The guy I have doing mine has never done a 5spd swap on a prelude before, but he has done them
on civics and accords and he knows his Hondas.We tapped into the original wires under the dash
that lead to the starter and ran them to the clutch cutoff switch. My mechanic did some fancy
soldering and got it to work nicely. We didn’t cut off the harness from the switch, but instead just
soldered the wires to the prongs then filled the whole thing with high temp hot glue to keep them
from moving around and keep moisture out.I drove it around and when I got back home it had
stopped. I’ll figure out if it is fixed or not, and if it isn’t then I will figure out the problem and post
it.The ECU turned out to be

fine.http://dhins.com/testingsites/advantage_aviation/assets/media/canon-a1-manual-espa-ol-pdf.xml
Oh yeah and my water pump was going out.The parts pictured includeI do not claim responsibility
for any of those sites or information therein, but I do claim credit for taking the time and effort and
months of reading and searching through TONS of sites and articles to find all this information and
bring it to you in one place. But above all have fun with your swap and I hope this helped answer any
questions you have! We are still open for business. Menu 0 We are still open for business. Although
Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration
depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces
wheel hop and increases driving response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done
by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they
have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to
absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and
HP.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight
vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid
reduces wheel hop and increases driving response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs
be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after
they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to
absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and
HP.Shifter cable adapter for installing the 6speed transmission from a 0206 Integra RSX Type S in
any 0005 Toyota MR2 Spyder originally equipped with manual transmission. Weight 5lbs NOTE It is
strongly recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist.
Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP.Although Innovatives bushings are made
to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series
and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving
response.Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing
bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still
notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts
without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving response.NOTE It is strongly
recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be
returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although
Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration
depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces
wheel hop and increases driving response.NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done
by a mechanic or automotive specialist. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they
have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to
absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and
HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving
response.To perform a K24 swap when using this kit, your Insight must have a stock automatic
chassis. NOTE It is strongly recommended that all installs be done by a mechanic or automotive
specialist.
http://ninethreefox.com/?q=node/10743
Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. By switching to stiffer mounts without the
fluid reduces wheel hop and increases driving response.NOTE Although this kit will work with K24
engines, you must use the K20 manual transmission in order to fit this kit correctly. NOTE This kit

will not work with K20 engine conversions. In order to perform a k24 engine conversion, your
Insight must have come stock with a manual transmission. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or
swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives
bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on
your engines series and HP.NOTE This kit does not include the brackets necessary for the complete
engine mount conversion. Mounts CAN NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted
down revealing bolt impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine
vibration, you may still notice slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP.NOTE This
kit does not include the brackets necessary for the complete engine mount conversion. Mounts CAN
NOT be returned or swapped out after they have been bolted down revealing bolt
impressions.Although Innovatives bushings are made to absorb engine vibration, you may still notice
slight vibration depending on your engines series and HP. Unique notear vibration minimizing
bushings.Mount Kit for 9093 Acura Integra DA. Designed to fit all B series motors with Cable
transmission.Direct bolt on solution which does not require notching or other modifications for this
conversion. Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.
http://dj-jhonny.com/images/bridgeport-interact-manual-pdf.pdf
Mount Kit for 9401 Acura Integra DC with 3 Bolt or 2 Bolt Post Mount Driverside Mount, if you are
unsure which kit you need dont hesitate to call us 626 2614052. Designed to fit all B and D series
motors with hydraulic transmission.Designed to fit all B series motors with cable transmission.
Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.Designed to fit all B series motors with hydraulic
transmission. Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings. Actuator pivots smoothly using state of
the art spherical bearings. The actuator is mounted in the same fashion as the factory models and
works in the same plane as the clutch release fork. There is no binding in the clutch release fork and
therefore no premature clutch wear caused by the actuator.Urethane stiffness from soft for the
street to solid for the track is available. Unique notear vibration minimizing bushings.Lifetime
Warranty Designed to fit factory FSeries transmissions. Unique notear vibration minimizing
bushings.Designed to fit all B series motors with hydraulic transmission.Designed to fit all B series
motors with Hydraulic transmission. If you would like to check the availability of a specific part,
please email us or give us a call. 626 2614052. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again
later.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the
next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to read brief content.
Please try your search again later.Simply remove two bolts and install our billet H22 Timing
Tensioner. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Clinton Massey 5.
https://diving-gbdf.com/images/bridgeport-interact-1-mk2-manual.pdf
0 out of 5 stars That seemed to be what the stock belt had for free play. For the price it’s a great
value. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed.It is largely derived from the Honda F engine with which it shares
many design features. Like Hondas other 4cylinder families of the 80s and 90s, It has also enjoyed
some success as a racing engine, forming the basis of Hondas touring car racing engines for many
years, and being installed in lightweight chassis such as the Honda CRX for use in drag racing. The
F20B is a part of the Fseries family of engines; it is basically a cast iron sleeved down destroked
version of the H22A. It was developed by Honda to be able to enter into the 2liter class of
international racing.Since then, versions of the H22 would become the Preludes signature
highperformance engine worldwide until the end of Prelude production in 2001. In 1994, Honda of

Europe used the H22A cylinder head and the H22A engine block as the Formula 3 engine which was
an H22A engine destroked from 2.2 liters to 2.0 liters F32000cc to compete in the European F3
series. It was then used by Mugen Motorsports as the F20BMF204B from 19972001. In 19951997,
Honda of Europe used the same H22Abased F3 engine in the British Touring Car Championship
BTCC Honda Accord. Also, in 19961997 Honda of Japan used the same H22Abased F3 engine in the
Japan Touring Car Championship JTCC Honda Accord and won the JTCC for both years. Honda of
Europe hired Neil Brown Engineering of England to convert the H22A engine into an F3 engine
which would be later used in BTCC and JTCC.It comes with a black valvecover. Built in the USA yet
sold only overseas. Reputedly 182 hp 185 PS; 136 kW peak output. It produces 185 PS 136 kW; 182
hp and comes with a black valvecover.
It is thought to be identical to the H22A4, however, there is speculation that power was increased
from 200 PS 147 kW; 197 hp to 203 PS 149 kW; 200 hp. It comes with a Black valvecover on the
normal VTiR but on the VTiR ATTS it comes with a Red valvecover. It shared the same Fiber
Reinforced Metal FRM cylinder wall liners with the H22.It has been factory modified with an
internal oil passage in the H23A block to operate the VTEC solenoid in the H22A head. It has the
same horsepower rating as the H22A engine but a lower redline of 7200rpms because it has a longer
stroke than the H22A. The H23A DOHC VTEC has 87 mm 95 mm 3.43 in 3.74 in bore and stroke and
the H22A DOHC VTEC has 87 mm 90.7 mm 3.43 in 3.57 in bore and stroke. The H23A DOHC VTEC
Engine is largest displacement in the H Series engines with a compression ratio of 10.61.By using
this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. By utilizing a fivespeed manual
transmission, the transmission will use less horsepower and transfer more of it to the ground. In
addition, the owner will now have five speeds verses four, while also gaining the versatility to choose
between down and upshifts. Please note that this is just a brief overview of the major steps needed
to swap powerplants. The SOHC engine F22B2 is coupled to an automatic transmission. 2. This is a
picture of the clean and prepped DOHC H23A Prelude engine, which will use a fivespeed
transmission. There is a wiring harness that is connected to the shifter; it will have to be modified in
order for the car to operate properly. To install the manual shifter, you will have to route the shift
cables over the rear crossmember before you bolt the shifter into place. You will also need to
disconnect the throttle cable and the brake booster from the automatic pedal assembly. Please note
that if you are planning to reuse the stock throttle cable check the pedal attachment on the manual
pedal assembly.
If they do not match you will need to change the gas pedal over to the other pedal assembly. Note
You can always buy the correct cable for that assembly. To install the clutch master cylinder, route
the hard line from the clutch master cylinder against the firewall and attach the flexible clutch line.
10. Ariel used a shorter Honda fuel line to accommodate the AEM fuel rail. The AEM fuel rail has
multiple ports allowing for various placements of the fuel inlet fitting. Use the 6 dash 6 plug to block
off the unwanted inlet ports. Note If the bolt pattern is the same the valves could be swapped to
simplify the installation. 14. Here is a comparison of the Prelude distributor left vs.From the top,
Ariel then positions the engine further before lowering the car further. Using an engine hoist and a
floor jack, the engine is placed in its final position. 23. Install the mounting bolt on the driver’s side
engine mount. 24. In this picture we see the Prelude’s rear engine mount bracket. 25. With the help
of an assistant, Ariel installs the rear engine mount bracket. Pull the harness up to the top of the
engine and then proceed to connect all of the harness connectors to their proper location. When
replacing the seal, Ariel prefers to use HondaBond as the sealant of choice. Make sure that the axles
snap ring engages the differential. 32. Install the intermediate shaft. Note This can be installed
before installing the engine into the car. 33. Install the driver’s side axle. 34. If you are planning on
using the stock Accord throttle cable, Ariel recommends moving the throttle cable bracket over
instead of using the proper cable bracket. 35. Here is a final picture of the completed transplant.The
MotorTrend App has shows to bingewatch for every gearhead looking to scratch that automotive

itch. It was the car he wanted and the car he’d build in his head. Even when his father had a ’66, the
’64 was a void he always knew he’d have to fill.
He’s a household name for those looking to spice up their rides Like many lowrider enthusiasts, he
has a story to tell. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience and security. Please
read here about the additional precautions we’re taking.So here is a piece of good news for you—it
is possible to convert an automatic transmission into a manual transmission. However, it is a
complex task that should always be left to a trained technician at an established auto and
transmission service shop. The rebuilt option is rather pricey, but may be necessary depending on
the make and model of vehicle you are converting. However, you can convert a transmission without
replacing it too; but there are a few factors to consider One of the biggest replacements will be the
brake pedal. This will be replaced with a complete manual brake and clutch installation. A separate
bell housing, clutch mechanism, hydraulic or manual clutch system will need to be created and the
drive shaft may also need to be replaced. It requires experience with mechanics and you will need to
have the right tools on hand that goes beyond the average tool box. Due to the complex nature of the
conversion it is best to leave the job to a reputable transmission shop in Calgary, Lethbridge or
Medicine Hat. Instead, you should take your vehicle to a company that specializes in manual
transmission services in Calgary. The team at National Transmission can help you convert an
automatic transmission into a manual one. We have six convenient locations spanning from Calgary
to Medicine Hat. Instead of risking the integrity of your vehicle, let our team help you with the
conversion process. You can also ask a question online by emailing one of our locations. Preferred
Date of Service. You may order presentation ready copies to distribute to your colleagues,
customers, or clients, by visiting Its backed by a T56 sixspeed manual, which hides in a
customfabricated tunnel.
He also fabricated an independent rear suspension setup from RX7 components. Up front, the
steering rack was relocated in front of the axle centerline and replaced with a Cavalier part, along
with some 5thgen Prelude components. Sure, there will be some folks who will be compelled to pile
on the hate, but were guessing none of them would ever have the guts to attempt a project of similar
magnitude. Check your inbox to get started. Please consider whitelisting Autoblog. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good, right. If youd be so kind as to whitelist our site, we promise
to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. A drop down
menu will appear. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. It
only takes a few seconds. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.
Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoLowered on brand new Apex 35mm
lowering springs. Powerflow backbox Quiet but nice notSafety Belt PretensionersVOSA Mileage
Verified HPI Clear. Recently Serviced Full Valet. MOT Till ndash; 27102020. Full Service History,
Was Recently Serviced January 2020Electric Windows. Electric Wing Mirrors. Cloth InteriorBackbox
delete. Induction kit. Manual Cambelt tensioner conversion. New camshafts from a JDM H22. Will
consider swap for a bike. Huge service history and loads of work done recently including the
tensioner conversion, compression,Door panels front and rear. Centre console completeHere I have
a much loved Honda Prelude 2.0i Manual Rare for sale. It is in factory original condition with no boy
racer modifications. It comes with a long MOT December 2020. The PreludRecently had over a
grand spent on full oem exhaust, replacement drive shafts and full service.
Leather napa interior is in great condition and i would say the body work is good for 20 years old.
Couple of patches to maNew cam belt and water pump, new rear break pads 0 miles since fitting,
good interior, air con, elScratches due to age. Small crack on left corner of rear bumper. Driver side
window not working.Modified versions may be available on Gumtree, so contact the seller for further
information. Alternatively, search Gumtree for used car local to you. Use our filters to see ads from a

specific seller type. It is not intended to give you advice on your personal financial circumstances.
You should seek independent professional advice if youre unsure about anything mentioned in this
guide or what choices to make. Limited is a credit broker, not a lender. Introductions are limited to
motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK. VAT No. 345 7692 64. Our trailing arm kits have been
utilized in multiple AWD vehicles which have gone into the 7 seconds. Our rear mounting brace is
designed in a way to follow the factory subrame brace contour unlike aftermarket subframe braces.
This was done to solve the issues of unwanted stress on the factory subframe and differential
support. This kit is not engine specific. Depending on your application the drive shaft will have to be
shortened. This is becoming a very popular swap for the 882000 civics and 902001 Acura integra to
make them all wheel drive.
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